Guiding Principles (DEPOSITS)

(Adapted from the Georgia Systemic Teacher Education Program Accomplished Teacher Framework)

Dispositions Principle: Productive dispositions positively affect learners, professional growth, and the learning environment.

Equity Principle: All learners deserve high expectations and support.

Process Principle: Learning is a lifelong process of development and growth.

Ownership Principle: Professionals are committed to and assume responsibility for the future of their disciplines.

Support Principle: Successful engagement in the process of learning requires collaboration among multiple partners.


Technology Principle: Technology facilitates teaching, learning, community-building, and resource acquisition.


ALA’s Core Competences of Librarianship


1. Foundations of the Profession: The librarian understands the role of library and information professionals in the promotion of democratic principles and intellectual freedom (including freedom of expression, thought, and conscience), the legal framework within which libraries and information agencies operate; and the certification and/or licensure requirements of specialized areas of the profession.

2. Information Resources: The librarian understands the concepts and issues related to the lifecycle of recorded knowledge and information; the acquisition and disposition of resources; and the management and maintenance of various collections.

3. Organization of Recorded Knowledge and Information: The librarian understands and uses the principles involved in the organization, representation, and classification of recorded knowledge and information.

4. Technological Knowledge and Skills: The librarian understands and uses information, communication, assistive, and related technologies consistent with professional ethics and prevailing service norms and applications.

5. Reference and User Services: The librarian understands and uses the concepts, principles, and techniques of reference and user services to provide access to relevant and accurate recorded knowledge and information to individuals of all ages and groups.

6. Research: The librarian understands and uses the fundamentals of quantitative and qualitative research methods to evaluate and assess the actual and potential value of new research.

7. Professionalism. The librarian understands the necessity of continuing professional development of practitioners in libraries and other information agencies; the role of the library in the lifelong learning of patrons; and the application of learning theories, instructional methods, and achievement measures in libraries and other information agencies.

8. Administration and Management: The librarian understands the principles of planning and budgeting in libraries and other information agencies; the principles of effective personnel practices and human resource development; the assessment and evaluation of library services and their outcomes; and the issues relating to, and methods for, principled, transformational leadership.

Positively Impacting Learning Through Evidence-Based Practices
MLIS Program Objectives (PO)

Graduates of the MLIS Program will:

PO 1. Perform administrative, service, and technical functions of professional practice in libraries and information centers by demonstrating skills in information resources, reference and user services, administration and management, and organization of recorded knowledge and information. [ALA CORE COMPETENCES 1,2,3,5,8]

PO 2. Use existing and emerging technologies to meet needs in libraries and information centers. [ALA CORE COMPETENCES 4]

PO 3. Integrate relevant research to enhance their work in libraries and information centers. [ALA CORE COMPETENCES 6]

PO 4. Demonstrate professionalism as librarians or information specialists. [ALA CORE COMPETENCES 7]

INSTRUCTOR

Name: Julia Skinner
Office Number:
Telephone Number:
Email Address: JuliaCSkinner@gmail.com
Office Hours: By appointment
Website: http://www.valdosta.edu/colleges/education/master-of-library-and-information-science/faculty.php
http://juliacskinner.com

COURSE DESCRIPTION

An exploration of the development of reading, writing, and information management from the proto-literate stages of the ancient Near East to the present computer age. Intellectual foundations of research and librarianship will be emphasized in their historical context.

REQUIRED TEXTBOOKS / RESOURCE MATERIALS


Other course readings available on course site

COURSE OBJECTIVES

Libraries and Literacies in History Student Learning Outcomes (SLO):

Upon completion of this course, the student will be able to:
Understand specific historical events and trends, and place these within the broader context of library history

Use historical research methods to study a specific phenomenon, discuss its place in the history of libraries, and consider its impact on libraries today [Program Objective 3]

Meaningfully discuss specific historical events and trends with fellow learners [Program Objective 4]

Critically engage with research on library history, identifying strengths and weaknesses, and synthesizing different pieces of research into a cohesive understanding [Program Objective 3]

Be able to write about the history of libraries and related topics in a coherent and meaningful way [Program Objectives 1,3]

COURSE ACTIVITIES/ASSIGNMENTS/REQUIREMENTS

Module One: The History of Libraries and Literacies through the Early Modern Period

Week One: August 19-25 Ancient times to start of middle ages

- **To Read:**
  - Optional:

- **To Do:** Review syllabus and welcome materials under Week One. Be prepared to discuss this week’s readings in your first discussion board post (next week).
  - Post your introduction (it can be brief!) on the “Introductions” board so we can all get to know each other!

Week Two: August 26-September 1 Middle ages through the start of the early modern period

- **To Read**
  - Optional:

- **To Do:** Discussion board post and two responses

Week Three: September 2-8 The Cheese and the Worms: Thinking about the interpretation of texts
Module Two: The History of Libraries from the Early Modern Period through the Present Day

Week Four: September 9-15 The foundations of the modern library: Early modern libraries

To Read:
Optional:

To Do: Think about the issues you’ve read about for next week’s discussion board post (you can post this week if you would like)

Week Five: September 16-22 The start of modern American library history

To Read:

To Do: Discussion board post and at least two responses

Module Three: Libraries and Technologies

Week Six: September 23-29 Information technologies through the Middle Ages OR Information technologies through time (rough overview)

To Read:
Optional:

- **To Do:** **Assignment One due September 29** at Midnight.
  
  Note: there is no discussion board post this week, to give you more time to work on your assignments. We’ll be covering this week’s readings in next week’s discussion!

**Week Seven:** September 30-October 6  *Information technologies from the printing press to the modern day OR the development of library technologies*

- **To Read:**
  
  

- **To Do:** Discussion board post and at least two responses

**Module Four: Library History Research**

**Week Eight:** October 7-13  *Research methods in library history*

- **To Read:** Class slides

- **To Do:** Optional discussion board on research methods

**Week Nine:** October 14-20  *Theory and historical work*

October 17 is the withdrawal deadline for full term VSU classes

- **To Read:** Class slides
  
  

- **To Do:** Discussion board post and at least two responses

**Module Five: Libraries and Identity**

**Week Ten:** October 21-27  *Race, gender, and libraries*

- **To Read**
  
  

  Optional:


- To Do: Discussion board post and at least two responses
  Please email me your final paper topic (JuliaCSkinner@gmail.com) by October 27th so I can make sure you’re on track and answer any questions.

Week Eleven: October 28-November 3 Immigration, class and libraries

- To Read: Class slides

- To Do: Practice-Focused Exercise Due November 3 at Midnight.
  Optional discussion board post and responses

Module Six: Evolving Missions

Week Twelve: November 4-10 Censorship and Libraries

- To Read:

- To Do: Discussion board post and at least two responses

Week Thirteen: November 11-17 The Library Bill of Rights and the Making of the Modern Library

- To Read:
  Library Bill of Rights: http://www.ala.org/advocacy/intfreedom/librarybill


- To Do: Discussion board post and at least two responses

Week Fourteen: November 18-24 Libraries as a Community Space

- To Read:


- To Do: Discussion board post and at least two responses

Module Seven: Wrapping up

Week Fifteen: November 25-December 1 Holiday Break
Please take a break! I’m serious! Whether or not the holiday break is a holiday for you, please use it as an opportunity to unplug from this class and spend some time caring for yourself.

Your assignment is to do at least one of the following:
- Go spend a day in nature
- Spend time with people who make you feel good
- Read a book that’s absolutely unrelated to school
- Take several naps
- Cook a meal with people you love
- Go play with your favorite critters and/or kiddos

Week Sixteen: December 2-9 The past informing the future of libraries: why this stuff matters today
- To Read: Class slides
- To Do (optional, but encouraged): Discussion board post and at least two responses.
- To Do: Final Paper due December 9th at Midnight

Week Seventeen December 10-13: Finals Week
- To Read: Nothing!
- To Do: Enjoy your semester break! (and please do the course evaluation)

COURSE EVALUATION
This course is very participation-focused: If you participate in discussion boards regularly and on-time, you will have no problem receiving full credit in this area (I want to give you full credit for every component of the course, so I assume you’ll receive it unless given a specific reason to think otherwise). Besides participation, there are three written assignments to be completed individually and handed in by a specific deadline. The details of what I expect for each are outlined below. As always, if you have any questions or concerns, please let me know!

Participation 40% (400 points)
Since this is an asynchronous course, participation in weekly discussions is a vital component. The purpose of these discussions is to help students learn material more deeply, work out questions, and share ideas alongside each other. I will moderate discussion and will engage when appropriate, but the focus of these discussions is on student interaction.
Each week, there will be some prompts on the weekly notes to help you think through the readings and activities and to give you some ideas for how you might approach discussing the weekly readings. Please respond to at least two of your colleagues. Your posts and responses do not have to be long, but
they do have to be responsive. Please complete your posts as early in the week as possible (by Thursday) so there is time for your colleagues to post their responses. Please post your responses by that Sunday.

340 and above: A
310-339: B
270-309: C
201-269: D
200 and below: F

**Assignment One 15% (150 points): Due September 29th**
For this assignment, you can select *one of two options* (Library History Timeline or Library Technology). In both cases, you have some free reign to select topics that are interesting to you. This assignment is due **September 29th** at Midnight.

130 points and above: A
100-124 points: B
85-99 points: C
76-84 points: D
75 points and below: F

**Library History Timeline**

*The goal of this assignment is to begin to get you thinking about historical events and to explore how they intersect AND, most importantly, to think like both an information professional and a historian. This assignment is all about process and exploration, and is not about creating the perfect, polished final product.*

After we look at the history of libraries during the first three modules of the course, I would like you to think about the connections between those time periods, by focusing on several events that stood out to you, and to think about what they mean to you as an information professional:

- What about each of these events really sticks out to you? Particular people? Laws? Social issues they contended with? In your timeline, please include at least three events, and in addition to naming each event, include information about each and why you included it (e.g. if you’re interested in publishing history, each one marks the start of a new bookmaking process)
- You can add more events if you like (and you can discuss events we haven’t covered too, so long as you cite them), but you must include *at least three.*
- Your reflections should consider the following: How did they relate to each other? What is important about each one, and about these events in relationship to each other? These reflections do not have to be lengthy, but do have to be thoughtful.
- For the citations you use (and please do cite course readings, etc. you draw upon), please use APA style.

For the timeline format, use whatever means to convey they information you want. Most people simply draw a line and list the events and descriptions below, but you can definitely use other formats (some examples in the next paragraph).

Example: draw a line with a picture of printing press, maybe something with shipping trade, and something with availability of paper. Include an image of each that resonates with you (or draw images, like a pic of Gutenberg), plus some brief bullet points underneath to describe the relationship. If it works better for your learning style, you can also just write an outline, or draw a picture, or sing a song (I’ve so far had two people send me songs in past classes)—whatever format feels best for you to convey information.

*Positively Impacting Learning Through Evidence-Based Practices*
A final note: The point of this assignment is to think about how these things connect, and what about the different events in our history is important to you today (and why). I’m not grading you on your artwork/design abilities, or on having a very polished finished product. Instead, I’m interested in the thought process that shows me how you think about individual events and how you link them together (to reiterate, I’m interested in your process of connecting ideas and in you demonstrating exploration of those ideas, not in a polished product). So have fun and be creative, and use whatever way you want to portray the information (text, image, video, music, etc. Or a combination).

Library Technology Paper
Since this assignment is due during the library technology module, you also have the option of writing about the development of a technology that has impacted and/or been used in libraries. There are many technologies that we haven’t gotten a chance to look at together in class, so I would prefer that you look at one we haven’t covered (unless there’s a reason you want to look into one we read about further!) Please select a specific technology (e.g. the card catalog) or a process (e.g. the industrialization of printing and bookbinding), and briefly tell me about how it developed and the impact it had on libraries. This can be brief (1-2 pages, or 500-1000 words, is fine), but should be thoughtful. Also, please cite your sources! Please use APA style for your citations.

Practice-focused exercise 15% (150 points): Due November 3rd
The goal of this paper is to take what we’re learning and apply it to our modern day work environments. History, including the history of libraries, does not exist only in the past, but it has a profound impact on how we interpret and understand our world today. This is a chance for you to consider how that has played out within one aspect of your work in LIS. If you aren’t currently working in a library (or don’t want to use your work as an example), that’s fine! Just consider how something we’ve learned applies to the field as a whole.

For example, when we talk about the development and use of information technologies, how do you see these trends reflected in your library? When we talk about censorship, how do you see libraries engaging with it? Is this the same or different from the past?
This paper does not have to be lengthy (1-2 pages, or 500-1000 words, is fine), but does have to be thoughtful. I’ve been encouraging you to think about how these past events connect with modern practice in our discussion prompts as well, and you are welcome to draw from those discussions in your paper (please don’t copy and paste!) If you do draw from those discussions, make sure to bring in additional insights (e.g. I learned this from our discussions, and here are some other ways I could apply this learning to my practice as an information professional). Please put any citations in APA style. Due November 3rd at Midnight.

130 points and above: A
100-124 points: B
85-99 points: C
76-84 points: D
75 points and below: F

Final paper 30% (300 points): Decide topic by October 27th; Paper due December 9th
For this paper, I want you to write roughly 5-10 pages or 2500-5000 words (a bit longer is fine, but shorter is not) on an area of library history that is interesting to you (I’m here to help you brainstorm
ideas or approaches if you are feeling stuck). You can do a topic that we covered here in class, and study that in greater depth, or you can select a topic that we didn’t get to cover together. Please email me your topic by October 27th (just a sentence or two is fine).

For your paper, please use at least eight sources to inform your work. If you can’t find eight resources, please let me know and we can figure something out (either by giving you an exception to the number of resources needed, depending on your topic, or tweaking the topic slightly to find more resources). Please cite your sources using APA style.

Finally, in addition to summarizing the works you find on your topic (or describing the primary sources), please include at least one paragraph synthesizing these works. How do they fit together? What do we learn by looking at all of them as a whole rather than as individual parts? How does understanding this topic benefit research and practice in the field of Library & Information Science?

The paper is due December 9th at Midnight.

260 points and above: A
230-259 points: B
200-229 points: C
151-199 points: D
150 points and below: F

ATTENDANCE POLICY

This is an asynchronous course, so a traditional attendance policy is not practical. Instead, you will be assessed on participation, which includes meaningful interaction with classmates through weekly discussion. If we decide to hold synchronous meetings, attendance at those will be optional but encouraged. If you find yourself falling behind in the course or having trouble with any aspect of the discussions, please reach out to me earlier rather than later, so we can work together to find a solution!

PROFESSIONALISM

The Department of Library and Information Studies expects that MLIS students will pursue their academic endeavors and conduct themselves in a professional and ethical manner. All work that a student presents to satisfy course requirements should represent his or her own efforts, including appropriate use and acknowledgement of external sources. The student will be timely and complete with their assignments and other engagements. The student will communicate in a professional manner in both speech and writing. The student will maintain a professional attitude, being respectful to others and their viewpoints, and seek to maintain objectivity. The student will exercise an awareness of the pervasiveness of the online environment and strive to maintain a professional online presence.

DEWAR COLLEGE OF EDUCATION & HUMAN SERVICES POLICY ON PLAGIARISM


ACCESSIBILITY STATEMENT

Valdosta State University is an equal opportunity educational institution. It is not the intent of the institution to discriminate against any applicant for admission or any student or employee of the institution based on the age, sex, race, religion, color, national origin, disability, or sexual orientation of the individual. It is the intent of the institution to comply with the Civil Rights Act of 1964 and

Students with disabilities who are experiencing barriers in this course may contact the Access Office for assistance in determining and implementing reasonable accommodations. The Access Office is located in Farber Hall. The phone numbers are 229-245-2498 (V), 229-375-5871 (VP) and 229-219-1348 (TTY). For more information, please visit http://www.valdosta.edu/access or email: access@valdosta.edu.

**STUDENT OPINION OF INSTRUCTION**

At the end of the term, all students will be expected to complete an online Student Opinion of Instruction survey (SOI) that will be available on BANNER. Students will receive an email notification through their VSU email address when the SOI is available (generally at least one week before the end of the term). SOI responses are anonymous, and instructors will be able to view only a summary of all responses two weeks after they have submitted final grades. Instructors will not be able to view individual responses or to access any of the responses until after final grade submission. Complete information about the SOIs, including how to access the survey and a timetable for this term is available at http://www.valdosta.edu/academic/OnlineSOIPilotProject.shtml.